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Abstract

The counterfeiting market makes up a vast global business where the impact of fraudulent activity is hard to quantify. Counterfeiting is a global issue which has become more complex as black market activities moved to internet. The online counterfeiters create thousands of websites with different approaches as part of their strategy to lure unsuspected shoppers. This paper presents their most common tactics and its relation with the “Black market commoditization”. It will show its resilience against takedown efforts and it will provide some guidance about how to detect them. With the knowledge acquired, a new kind of threat intelligence feed could be generated. This information might be integrated into existing security technologies such as either proxies, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) or Security Information and Event Management systems (SIEMs). The ultimate goal is to shed light on this increasing fraud vector so new detection capabilities can be deployed into existing services thus protecting users from unsafe sites.
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1. Introduction

The last report (“Trade in Counterfeit and pirated goods, 2016”) published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) show that trade in counterfeit amounted up to 2.5% of world trade in 2013. Though the online environment in the context of counterfeiting of physical goods is nuanced, mainly due to its pace and industry-specific, more research is needed in this area to fully understand the issues involved. Fake luxury goods are sold all over the Internet. There is an underground economy where a large number of globally distributed criminals trade in data, knowledge, and services with the goal to defraud users and business (Kurt Thomas, 2015). Counterfeit goods are products that are manufactured or first sold with a trademark but without the authorization of the trademark owner. Counterfeiting is not a new phenomenon but with Internet the business is increasing rapidly. Online counterfeiters can easily set up websites and ship luxury counterfeit goods directly to the consumers. Using resources, infrastructure and services related to the malware ecosystem counterfeiters are able to divert consumers to rogue e-commerce websites.

This research is focused on the online marketplace that has resulted due to the booming e-commerce in global trade and the recent injunctions against market operators. For example, Cartier and other Claimants sought an injunction against the five main ISPs (Internet Service Providers) in the UK requiring them to block access to websites related with the online counterfeiting market (Cartier International AG & Ors v British Sky Broadcasting Ltd & Ors, 2014). Italian Police likewise had shut down a website related with the online counterfeiting (Reuters, 2016). And in a winning battle against cybersquatting by the Alexander Wang brand, that resulted in 459 counterfeiting websites being shut down (WWD, 2016). In the European Union (EU) customs seizures skyrocketed in 2015 (EU customs enforcement, 2015) and raised concerns about the online counterfeiting fraud being “massively underestimated.” This online fraud expands over 15% every year (Counting the cost of Counterfeiting, Netnames 2015). The online counterfeiting threat has traction in the Intellectual Property (IP) world whereas in InfoSec does not. “InfoSec also has a tendency to obsess over the technical sophistication of an attack instead of the impact it has on real people” (Stamos, 2016). Despite having
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estimated revenues similar to well-known threats like the Zeus Trojan or even higher than the ClickFraud threat (Kurt Thomas & Danny Yuxing, 2015, page 7, table 1), there are still no existing intelligence sources or countermeasures to protect users against this online threat. Apparently this problem is not relevant in the security community due to observations as:

- Lack of counterfeit website trackers which exist for the Zeus malware.
- Inexistent proxy categories for the specific “counterfeit” threat. (Blue Coat Category descriptions, 2016)
- No related URL categories. (Zscaler URL categories, 2016)
- Lack of articles/research mentioning the scale of this online fraud.

The industries that are targeted by online counterfeiters range from apparel, software and music to automobile and airplane parts and toys. This research will focus on the brands which are more intensely targeted by the counterfeiters (OECD, 2016, Chapter 4, Figure 4.2) which do fit with the dataset collected by the research used to write this paper (Appendix A contain some metrics about this research).

1.1. An Easy and Free Approach to this Problem

One approach to solve this problem was developed with an online anti-counterfeiting website called Desenmaskara.me (http://desenmaskara.me). Desenmaskara is Spanish and translates to “Unmask me” in English. This tool was developed as a proof of concept to promote security awareness among the web site owners (see Appendix B for some use case examples and to see signs of the tool in the web logs). The tool was presented in the Arsenal area of Black Hat Europe 2014 (Black Hat, 2014).

The tool was mentioned in some forums so the activity increased. This has led to an increase in user’s questions through the public contact form of the website. It turns out users were scanning websites to know the sites legitimacy and posted questions related to the result. This behavior triggered an analytics based research on the databases to discover a huge number of counterfeiting based websites. This finding was the turning
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point of the goal of the online tool: to focus on the detection of counterfeit-based websites. The tool is available online and the only step required to use it is to enter a web address to scan and click a button. The process is described below:

*Figure 1. Desenmascara.me main function*

The goal of desenmascara.me is to show what is behind the scenes of a website in terms of metadata. Based on the steps of the figure 1:

1. Any user can enter a website to scan (unmask)
2. Desenmascara.me will analyze all the metadata extracted (Hypertext Markup Language [HTML] code of the main site and Hyper Text Transfer Protocol [HTTP] headers).
3. Based on the findings it will show a report with 3 possible statuses:
   - **Site flagged as FAKE**: The website is a FAKE website related with the online counterfeiting.
   - **Site not flagged**: Any normal website. This should be the most prevalent result (score given based on the metadata analyzed).
   - **Site flagged as malware**: The website was blacklisted by Google SafeBrowsing¹. There are cases where a website is flagged as FAKE and as malware at the same time.

---

¹ **Google SafeBrowsing**: Google service that lets client applications check URLs against Google’s constantly updated lists of unsafe web resources.
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1.2. Counterfeit-related Websites

The counterfeit merchants no longer sell their wares on the nearest street corner of large metropolitan areas. Expensive-looking items heavily discounted to attract buyers. Potential customers didn’t care about the risk of buying the black market items. The counterfeiters have expanded their market to the online marketplace, the difference is the customers are not as savvy and unaware they are purchasing from fraudulent sites. The focus of this paper is on counterfeit websites (‘FAKE’ websites). Figure 2 shows an image of a suspicious Louis Vuitton website which might appeal to the average uninformed internet consumer.

Figure 2. Fake Louis Vuitton website

In the next sections we will see different categories of FAKE websites and tactics that the online counterfeiters use to lure users. In order to better understand the magnitude of this online fraud in terms of brands affected, a longer overview of FAKE websites screenshots is available in the Appendix C.

1.3. The Online Counterfeiters and Their Relation with the Internet Underground Economy

The Internet underground economy is the culprit of the current well-known threats such as fake-antivirus, ransomware, Trojan banks and any kind of commodity crimeware available. “Crimeware represents malware infections within organizations that
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are not associated with more specialized classification patterns” (Verizon DBR, 2015). This underground economy has well-defined roles with inter dependencies such as to buy and sell compromised web servers, exploit kits, spam distribution and wholesale access to stolen user credentials including usernames, passwords and credit card details among other sensitive personal data. The figure 3 represents just a single abuse monetization value chain (Kurt Thomas & Danny Yuxing, 2016). It starts by spamming to Twitter users through fake accounts to advertise FAKE sites, go through potential victims landing in those FAKE sites when clicking in the URL, and might end with an order placement including the victim’s credit card for payment (whose credentials might be stolen, Kaspersky 2016), ultimately the delivery is coordinated (in the best case) from the illegal manufacturers.

Figure 3. Full underground value chain

The above figure shows the full underground value chain required to make money from spamming FAKE websites related with the online counterfeiting. A research about the payment processors involved with online counterfeiting showed that 97% were handled by China’s largest three banks (McCoy, 2016). Moreover, the table in the figure 4 shows estimated revenues from some illegal products and services of this underground economy (Kurt Thomas & Danny Yuxing, 2016, page 7):
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The profit centers are divided based on different kinds of fraud. While almost all these threats are included in the plethora amount of threat intelligence providers available nowadays, there is one threat which is being ignored by the security industry, and the revenue for the bad actors is almost the same as the infamous Zeus banking Trojan. For simplicity, in the table 1 we see the term by which we will refer to this threat in the current paper.

Table 1: The focus of this paper in short terms

Throughout the paper the word “FAKE” in all capital letters is used. This is a short term to indicate the site refers to Luxury knock-offs as highlighted in the Figure 4.

2. Fake Sites Classification

Once we have more background about the online counterfeiting threat, how it looks like and its relationship with the underground economy; let’s see how they do operate more in detail. The fraudsters use different methods to deploy the FAKE sites in an orchestrated way. While there might be many approaches to set up FAKE sites, the next four tactics are the most prevalent based on the data collected for this research. The next classifications will serve us for the purpose to know how an average Internet user might end up in a FAKE site related with the online counterfeiting and the peculiarities to be lured which we will use later to set up our lab to spot them.
Copycat Websites

Copycat websites are imitations of other well-known webs. They mimic either the legitimate agencies or vendors to misled users with the use of official-looking crown logos. These kinds of websites are the most prominent. It will show legitimate logos and pictures plus additional features to attract unsuspected users. These images show some suspicious signs:

Figure 5. Main part of the FAKE site

Figure 6. Brand included in the URL

Figure 7. Official logo use

Figure 8. High quality picture of the good

Figure 9. Contact form of the FAKE site
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There are some parts of the site highlighted with arrows and numbers in the previous pictures that are part of the seven main visible features of a copycat website to mislead users:

1. To use the targeted brand (Trademark) as part of the web domain along with a product optionally.
2. To use official logos (content and design elements that make it difficult for consumers to distinguish the FAKE site from the official).
3. To show high-quality pictures of the goods
4. To have generic inbox to contact them
5. To use free mail accounts in the contact form.
6. To use free software platforms with poor design.
7. To show big discounts and low prices.

In contrast there are features which are hidden to the user and only visible with a deeper inspection with a tool such as a network sniffer. The `tcpdump` filter showed in the figure 13 will save a file with all the IPv4 HTTP packets to and from port 80 of the specified site and will print only packets that contain data.

```
tcpdump -w versace.pcap v 'tcp port 80 and (((ip[2:2] ((ip[0]&0xf)<<2)) ((tcp[12]&0xf0)>>2)) != 0)' and host www.versaceshoes.in.net
```

As the file with the packets captured is in binary format we need to open it with
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the command showed in the figure 14:

```
tcpdump -qns 0 -A -r versace.pcap
```

Now let’s see some results to check those hidden features captured with Tcpdump. As highlighted in the figure 15 the website has signs of using Zencart platform, a free shopping cart system. As showed in the figures 15 and 16, the Zencart platform is using quite strange variables and paths for a legitimate company.

Additionally, in the Figure 17 we observe signs of Chinese tracking software which is common among the FAKE sites.

Now just for the sake of clarity let’s see in the figure 18 how the official Versace website looks like:
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The official version does share some of the common features of a copycat website (brand as part of the domain, official logos and high quality pictures), but as seen before, one thing they cannot copy but its hidden for the average user is the software the site is based on. Let’s collect a packet capture to observe some slightly differences with the previous FAKE site:

```
tcpdump -w versace.official v 'tcp port 80 and (((ip[2:2] ((ip[0]&0xf)<2)) (tcp[12]&0xf0)>>2)) != 0)' and host versace.com
```

As before, we need to open the binary file with the below command as showed in the figure 20:

```
tcpdump -gn 0 -A -r versace.pcap
```

Now let’s see just a result to show a key hidden feature such as signs of Demandware\(^2\) software (Wikipedia 2017) as highlighted in the figure 21.

---

\(^2\) Demandware is commercial software for retailers and brand manufacturers around the world
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In this case the official Versace web is based on Demandware. Signs of this software are a strong indicator the site is a legitimate one, which has invested time and money to setup the web. But the drawback is that signs like these are hiding to the average user. The research Neural Signatures of User-centered Security (Ajaya Neupane & Nitesh Saxena, 2014) does show that real website detection is an easier task compared to fake website detection (with an accuracy of 46%). The global consumer shopping habits survey (MarkMonitor, 2015) revealed that 24% of consumers have bought products online that turned out to be fake. Therefore the brand names included in the website domain and the official brand logos along with pictures of the available products are hard to distinguish from official sites by an average Internet user. This strategy is uniform through the different FAKE sites classification with slightly differences as we will see in the next sections.

**Free Hosting Based Sites**

To have custom domains to store a FAKE website like the previous copycat websites it costs money. A cheaper approach is to leverage free online resources like blog post platforms and social networks. These kind of FAKE sites are the most easy to detect as usually the actors use free subdomains to create either FAKE shops or pages to support another related FAKE sites by using Black Hat Search Engine Optimization (SEO) tactics. Some free resources used by online counterfeiters include mainly among others those showed in the Appendix D.
Tracking Online Counterfeiters

Though most websites under this category are mainly used as pivotal websites to move traffic toward FAKE sites of the first category, which is the most prevalent. As these platforms are free, the counterfeiters (or the people of the underground economy focuses in this task) set up thousands of sites with SEO techniques so that the FAKE sites listings show up at or near the top of relevant search results and misdirect consumers searching for genuine products. As an example under this category we can see in the figure 22 a free hosting base site used as a pivot towards the FAKE site:

![Figure 21. Free resource usage example](image)

Initially it seems to be a static website with some advertisement and statements about a brand. But by looking what’s behind it, in the source code as highlighted in the figure 23, we see its real intentions:

![Figure 22. HTML code setting the href value to point to a FAKE site](image)
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The website in the figure 22 will be seen like that only when the access is directly through the web address. Instead if an unsuspected user is using a search engine, as those highlighted in the figure 23 —looking for some Michael Kors product with big discount prizes- or similar, and it turns out a search result is the website above, the user clicking on it will end up in the fake website: www.celineoutletusa.com, as instructed by the code highlighted in the previous picture. This old technique of presenting different content to search engine spiders than presented to the user’s browser is known as Cloaking, and it has been widely seen under this classification. Another free hosting based FAKE site example can be seen in the Appendix F.

Therefore under the free hosting based sites classification we observe 4 features:

1. Using the targeted brand as part of the web domain along with a product optionally.
2. Specific words to call the attention of a potential consumer to have access to the exclusive brand kind of: outlet, sale or prizes.
3. Bad grammar or redaction.
4. Used as pivots to forward traffic to FAKE websites using Black Hat SEO techniques.

**Leveraging Compromised Websites**

Compromised websites are websites that are hacked to include content from attack sites to either act as a hop in the malware distribution chain or to be replaced with a totally unrelated content ending up with defacement (Wikipedia, 2016). Though website defacement is commonly related to hacktivism, the fraudsters leverage their relationship with the underground actors to either compromise websites or to use existing compromised sites to store their FAKE ones. The compromised websites have an intrinsic value reflected in their existing links and search ranking. By using this technique the fraudsters drive user traffic to its FAKE site (compromised) without much effort. Additionally SEO techniques (Kirill, 2011) might be used in the FAKE front page to promote other FAKE sites for specific targeted keyword queries. As example we can see
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the website: www.heitalia.it in the Appendix H, which among many other legitimate websites was targeted in a massive campaign compromising websites to promote FAKE sites. These legitimate websites were compromised to either redirect or host links towards recent created FAKE sites targeting to 3 brands: Michael Kors, Oakley and Ray-Ban (Tecnologias Libres, 2015). This SEO technique is the most used within the compromised websites though sometimes the fraudsters as they may have total ownership of the website they might replace the legitimate content with the full FAKE shop as showed in the Appendix L. But while this technique can be seen, it is not widely used due to the low return of investment. The lifetime is low, usually until the owner is notified either by users of the website or by a third party provider, which ranges from 7 to 18 days (Elie, 2016). In contrast the lifetime of a FAKE website under a custom domain (copycat website) is on average 1.5 years based on the data collected in this research.

**Leveraging Expiring Domains**

Similar to the previous approach, leveraging expiring domains is not common but it is still used by the online counterfeiters due to its main benefit. The whole point of this technique is to leverage the existing links and traffic of the expiring domain. This will result in a FAKE site with existing potential users without much effort or SEO tactics. An example of this classification we can see the domain: www.bldgblok.com which was created on 2012-02-09 based on DomainTools by a Start-up company based on New York, by then it did show content about their goal and objectives as showed in Internet Archive. The last twitter activity of this company was on 9 Jun 2014 (https://twitter.com/bldgblok), and then the domain was updated on 2016-02-10 and registered through a proxy to not disclose owner details, a usual tactic of the fraudsters. At the point of writing this paper, the website www.bldgblok.com did show a 403 Forbidden message, but the domain has still some suspicious directories with hundreds of links with the mammut string along with other words as the anchor text as showed in the figure 24.

---

3 https://research.domaintools.com
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Those links pointed to a vast amount of FAKE websites targeting to exclusive fashion brands as Gucci, Tiffany & Co., Moncler, Ray-Ban, and Nike. A full list of targeted brands and how the FAKE websites looked is available in Appendix C. Currently by clicking on any link of the figure 24 will led us to a website with a “Notice of Hacking” message which is still available when writing this paper. This knock-off luxury campaign targeted many luxury brands at once, and as explained in section 1.3, it started spamming to twitter users through either FAKE or compromised twitter accounts.

In Appendix E there is available an additional example of another FAKE site under the leveraging expiring domain classification.

### 3. Cat and Mouse Play

Most of the luxury and fashion brands targeted by this online threat are fighting against it – relentlessly. They hire specialized companies which in cooperation with

---


---
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lawyers develop holistic strategies to take down the FAKE sites targeting them. But even with such actions, the FAKE sites owners utilize SEO tactics to propel new domain names to the top of search results after others are shut down. Even tactics so simples as to register consecutive domains as: www.christianlouboutinreplicas.com and www.christianlouboutinreplicas2.com are being used as a kind of high availability system of the FAKE sites (both FAKE sites are active at the time of writing this paper). When hundreds of websites are shutting down, hundreds more will pop it up again, and so on. As example of a brand taking action against the online counterfeiting, we can visit the domain: http://www.rbioc.com. This domain did store a FAKE Ray-Ban website. Currently there is a warning message of website shut down by a lawyer company and with full access to the Complaint text (Complaint Luxottica, 2016) which contains all the documentation needed to fulfill the Plaintiff against the owners of thousands of FAKE sites related to the same campaign. Within such documentation we can extract the full list of FAKE sites targeting to the brands affected. A short overview is showed in the Appendix J. Obviously, the defendants do not present themselves in the Court either because they conceal their identities to register the domains or they reside outside of the jurisdiction of the Court. The brands are constantly fighting this fraud and as result we can see take down messages by different brands with a special mention to Louis Vuitton (Louis Vuitton, 2016). This example along with the news referenced in the introduction section are enough to show the magnitude of this online threat which the brands are fighting behind the scenes. But the fraudsters are even using paid advertisements in the main social networks and search engines to promote their FAKE sites (Appendix G). While strict countermeasures are not in place to detect and flag these FAKE sites, the fraudsters will use all the tools and resources to promote this underground business.

4. Counterfeit Websites Detection

There are additional tactics used by the online counterfeiters but the four classifications explained here are the most common based on data gathered in this research. Let’s quickly to recapitulate them:

• Copycat websites (the most common)
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• Free hosting based (to help promote the copycat with SEO tactics)
• Leveraging compromised sites (to drive traffic to the FAKE shop without much effort)
• Leveraging expiring domains (to make advantage of existing links and traffic)

At this stage we do know the most common tactics of the online counterfeiters, we do know how the FAKE sites look for the unsuspected users who might end up as victims of the online counterfeiting. Now let’s see the issue from a security analyst’s point of view instead of from a user perspective. For the sake of clarity let’s see three potential scenarios where the FAKE websites detection could be useful:

1. An ISP is willing to block all the FAKE sites related with the online counterfeiting to protect their customers and to avoid feeding the counterfeiting dark business as some High Courts started to rule (TheGuardian, 2014)

2. A multinational company desires to implement a new categorization in its proxy environment to avoid their employees might end up victims of the online counterfeiting fraud or malware threats as already exposed sometimes are related.

3. A luxury brand being targeted by the online counterfeiting would like to collect all the FAKE sites infringing its trademark to take legal actions against them and to protect their potential consumers which could be misled.

The Manual Approach

It is out of the scope of this paper to show the process of gathering websites to analyze them and to show the full methodology to flag a website as FAKE, but we will see the key concepts based on information gathered by the previous classifications. The goal is to provide more flexibility to the analysts in order to let them chose the environment, tools and programming language that best suit its needs. Once the Fake website detection system has been set up and it is working, it would be up to the analyst the way to integrate it into the existing infrastructure as either analyzing traffic in real time or doing offline analysis, either focusing on the websites visited in the enterprise
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(i.e.: proxy logs) or actively crawling the web to enrich the system continuously. Three potential scenarios are provided as example of usefulness of FAKE sites detection, but the possibilities are countless.

As we have learned in the *Fake sites classification* section, one common approach of the fraudsters to set up the FAKE websites is the element of the brand name along a name or adjective to call for the attention of the unsuspected user. They set up sites easily with open source software based CMS which can be easily installed with some clicks and customized afterwards with the prepared templates, whereas the web platforms used by the official websites usually are based on either commercial or quite customized software. Therefore this should be another key point to bear in mind. We should be able to analyze the HTTP headers and the HTML code of the website. With this in mind, to have the following items (given in Python examples), tools and APIs (Application Programming Interface) would be handy to set up our FAKEs detection environment:

-Dictionary with brands of FAKE sites which we would like to detect (example given):

```python
brands =
[
    'abercrombie', 'adidas', 'alexander wang', 'air jordan', 'armani', 'asics',
    'balenciaga', 'barbour', 'belstaff', 'beats by dr dre', 'blahnik', 'burberry',
    'lancel', 'lacoste', 'paul smith', 'prada', 'puma', 'reebok', 'ralph lauren', 'ray-ban',
    'rayban', 'ray ban', 'rolex', 'roger vivier', 'real madrid',
]
```

-Dictionary of decoys, words to use to call the attention of the unsuspected users (example given)

```python
decoys =
[
    'sale', 'outlet', 'cheap', 'barat', 'oferta', 'online selling',
]
```

-Dictionary with common CMSs used by the online counterfeiters with a height based on previous FAKE sites data analyzed or adjusted as needed. The less height the most likely a FAKE site (example given).

```python
cms = { -5: ['oscommerce', 'joomla', 'zen-cart'],
         10: ['prestashop', 'magnolia', 'percussion']
    }
```

-Beautiful Soup python library to scrape the websites (Beautiful soup, 2016)
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-Urllib2 python library for opening URL (urllib2, 2016)

-WhatWeb software to detect the technology behind the websites. (WhatWeb, 2016)

-Access to DNSDB -the passive DNS database of Farsight-. (DNSDB, Farshigt).

With the above arsenal in our hands, now let’s take a look to the metadata of the FAKE websites to see what’s behind them, and what intelligence we could leverage to correlate it with the previous items and tools. The following steps will show an analysis process example to have an idea of how to classify a website as FAKE:

1. We start analyzing the website: www.nrbcl.com

2. With the urllib2 library we will extract the HTTP headers to analyze them, but for simplicity, the HTTP headers are showed below with the developer tool included with Firefox:

![HTTP headers of a website extracted with the Firefox developer tool](image)

3. We have the 3 HTTP headers:
   a. **Cookie**: with the value zenid showing that the website is based in ZenCart.
   b. **Server**: It does show that is based on Apache server.
   c. **X-Powered-By**: It does show that is not using a recent technology as such version -5.3.29- is end of life (PHP, 2014)

We save the IP address (Remote address) for later analysis.
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4. Once we have the HTTP headers, we will continue by analyzing the HTML code with the beautiful soup library. Again for simplicity, we use the view page source function of Firefox to show the HTML code as in the figure 27:

_Figure 26. HTML code extracted with the Firefox view page source option_

![HTML code extracted with the Firefox view page source option](image)

5. With beautiful soup library we could extract the following HTML tags:

   a. **Title**: which contains the brand Ray-Ban which we have in our dictionary of brands.

   b. **Keywords**: Here is empty

   c. **Description**: Here is empty (more on this later)

   d. **HREFs**: which contain a pattern which is usually common among common FAKE sites (due to the templates used by the fraudsters)

6. We continue analyzing the HTML code and now we found the following section highlighted in the figure 28:

   _Figure 27. HTML code with red flags increasing the chance of a FAKE site_

   ![HTML code with red flags increasing the chance of a FAKE site](image)

   The display:none style call our attention so we examine further the current line. What comes next is a typical sign of a FAKE website based on China actors. 51.la is a legitimate Chinese web counter site. As we have already seen in the packet dump from the figure 11, the online counterfeiters use this statistical tracking system to collect metrics about the profitability of their campaigns.
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7. We continue analyzing the HTML code and now we came across the *alt* attribute with the value: *payments*, highlighted in the figure 29. This is a bad grammar mistake quite typical of the FAKE sites as we observed in the FAKE sites classification section.

8. As seen in the FAKE sites classification, either big discounts or low prices are the most common signs. In this case a discount of 89% is overwhelming as denoted in the figure 30:

9. In order to detect overwhelming discounts or lower prices, the *class* attribute name might be useful to look into as the highlighted examples in the figure 31:

10. In the step 5 we saw that the HTML tags: *keywords* and *description* were empty. This is a sign that the website is quite fresh, even not yet totally finished. By checking the domain creation details we confirm that indeed, the website was set
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up yesterday (this line was written in September 15, 2016) as highlighted in the figure 32:

```
Figure 31. DomainTools information
```

By only visiting a website to analyze the HTTP headers and the HTML code, we have already enough data to assess. As already seen there are many suspicious signs which point to a FAKE site. By correlating all the previous information and checking it against the profile, which previously we should have studied, of an official website of the brand, we come to the conclusion that the website analyzed (selling Ray-Ban sunglasses) can be categorized by the system as a FAKE site. This site fell under the “Copycat Website” fake site classification. A “free hosting based site” would have been easier to detect by following the same methodology. Now as an additional exercise, with the IP address of the previous FAKE website detected, we could investigate additional websites which would have a high probability to belong to the same campaign of the online counterfeiters. In order to do it, we will use passiveDNS. A passiveDNS search such the showed in the Appendix I will allow us to obtain historic data of the websites hosted in the same IP.

LIMITATIONS OF THIS APPROACH:

The steps devised in the manual approach are just some examples of how to spot FAKE sites with an accuracy of around 97% based on the results achieved. To have a
system like this detecting automatically FAKE websites have some pitfalls. By working on this research I noticed that the owners of some FAKE sites campaigns were denying access to the online tool desenmascara.me (which just works as a normal User Agent browsing the site). As in occasions all the FAKE sites hosted in the same IP block showed a 403 HTTP code as result (WAF or Block, 2015). The fraudsters take countermeasures to protect their FAKE websites for being scanned and flagged as such. Therefore additional measures as changing the public IP performing the scans and using different user-agents will override such countermeasures. Another solution is to have different machine instances scanning the websites and to switch between them when a block is detected. Cloud services available nowadays can automate these tasks quite easily.

**API (the automatic approach)**

In order to alleviate the pain to set up a system to detect FAKE sites, another alternative is to use an API, like the desenmascara.me API. The results gathered by the online tool were accurate and reliable enough as to integrate them into the VirusTotal service. VirusTotal is the Google-owned virus and URL online scanning service. For example FAKE websites such as: www.rolexdaytona.in.net will be showed in VirusTotal as suspicious by desenmascara.me as showed in the Appendix K. For performance and privacy issues, not all the FAKE websites detected are synchronized with VirusTotal hence the best option to know if a website is flagged as FAKE is to query the desenmascara.me API. In order to do it we can proceed with the following API call:

```
GET http://desenmascara.me/api/official/$URL
```

The API takes a single parameter which is the URL to check against but without the HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) scheme. As an example, to check the website: www.bnkshops.com, the API call would be as follows:

```
http://desenmascara.me/api/official/www.bnkshops.com
```

And it will give us the result as follows:

```json
{"url": "http://www.bnkshops.com",
```

---

6 http://desenmascara.me/api/howto
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The API is read only at this time. If a website has not been previously analyzed by the desenmascara.me front end then the result field would be: “unknown”. The only way to check it out in live is going directly to the desenmascara.me public interface. The work to consume the API in real time, without the need to go to the website, is in progress.

Integration with Existing Security Tools

If we recall the figure 3 from the section “the online counterfeiters and their relation with the underground economy”, we know that IOCs (Indicators of Compromise) for most of the threads in such table are usually included in the vast amount of intelligence watchlists. Such watchlists either proprietary or open source are used to do some kind of: correlation, validation or enrichment. But currently there are no threat intelligence for the specific “luxury knock-offs” strategy of the profit center, Spamvertised products, whereas the revenue numbers are even higher than ClickFraud based on the aforementioned table. But now if the counterfeit website detection system has been successfully deployed in the environment, a new feed of FAKE sites could be gather to use it as best suit your needs (the appendix M contains an example of this potential feed). Otherwise you could use the desenmascara.me API or check websites against VirusTotal. At this point, one question that can arise is: can this feed of FAKE sites be referred as threat intelligence? Based on the Gartner definition (Gartner, 2013)

“...threat intelligence is evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and actionable advice, about an existing menace...”

Threat intelligence would need come in a rich format as a processed indicator. In order to help us see various forms of security feeds, the DIKW Pyramid (DIKW, Wikipedia) comes handy here. The DIKW Pyramid refers to a class of models for representing structural relationships between its different layers represented as data, information, knowledge and wisdom. Based on the steps performed on “The manual approach” section to flag a website as FAKE, we can affirm that the feed of FAKE sites
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we can collect by using this process would function in the knowledge layer of the DIKW pyramid. And the overall view of the metrics gathered over this layer will position us in the top of the DIKW pyramid; the wisdom layer. In the Appendix A you could take a look to some of the metrics about the data collected by the desenmascara.me project. This provides a new piece of information to leverage independently of the sector of your company. If some of the three different scenarios described at the beginning of this section would be a close match either within an ISP, a SME company, or a luxury or sports brand, you could then use the knowledge acquired here to fight against the increasing online counterfeiting threat.

5. Conclusion

The trade in counterfeit goods increased by more than 80% in five years (Trade in Counterfeit and Pirate Goods, 2016). The counterfeiters are improving their logistics networks, and leveraging the huge growth in online shopping as showed in this research. Lax domain registration process are making easy for the fraudsters to replicate brand’s genuine websites very quickly making it easy to lure to the unsuspected online consumer.

The Internet is being used as “giant amplifier” for the sale of counterfeit goods. The online fraud presented in this paper will increase in the next years due to the growth of online and mobile shopping behavior. This affirmation is backed by the different studies referenced. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to shed light on the need to fight it. As showed it can be fight with easy and free solutions. The methodology presented here can be used as a starting point to deploy more advanced technologies to help the both parties affected by this fraud: the online users and the affected brands. SafeBrowsing (https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/safebrowsing/?hl=en) is a Google technology included by default in the major browsers to protect the users from unsafe sites such as: Malware sites and phishing sites. The ultimate ambitious goal of this research is to have widely-used technologies like the above to flag a new kind of unsafe sites: **FAKE websites related with the online counterfeiting.**
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Appendix A: Desenmascara.me Metrics

Metrics about the data collected in this research in relation to the FAKE websites, categorized by industry, proportion of FAKE websites among the total websites analyzed, the Top brands more targeted by online counterfeitors and top TLDs of the FAKE websites.

This metric does show the industry targeted by online counterfeitors. Desenmascara.me detects 135 different brands which belong to the three main categories showed below.

Figure 32. Industry categorization of the FAKE websites.

This metric does show graphically the proportion of FAKE websites among the sample of websites analyzed:
- Fake websites detected by desenmascara.me: 11399 (increasing daily)
- Total websites analyzed by desenmascara.me: 81724 (increasing daily)

Figure 33. Proportion of FAKE websites among the total of websites analyzed.
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This metric does show the 10 brands more prevalent among the FAKE websites detected by desenmascara.me

Figure 34. Top FAKE sites by brand targeted

This metric does show the top 10 TLDs of the FAKE websites detected.

Figure 35. Top TLDs of FAKE sites
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Appendix B: Using the desenmascara.me tool

The online tool desenmascara.me extracts all the metadata of websites submitted by any user. The goal was to make it as simple as possible, so anyone, regardless of its background, could use the tool. Therefore the only step required to run the tool is to type the web address of the website to analyze and to click the button as below:

Figure 36. Analyzing the http://lifecell.com website with desenmascara.me

After a few seconds a report like the below will appear:
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Figure 37. Desenmascara.me report of the website lifecell.com
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To analyze the Metadata of a website and to provide a security awareness score based on it was the initial goal of the desenmascara.me tool. In the above case, the awareness score is quite poor: -265. Mainly due to the website showing many metadata which someone with knowledge could leverage it to attack the site. Based on the metadata found on this website with just 1 click, an attacker could extract the following information among other:

Brief explanation of the metadata found: The versions of Apache, mod_ssl and php showed have several security vulnerabilities which were patched around the third quarter of 2012. The jQuery version showed above is 1.5.2 which was released in the first quarter of 2011. The current version is 3.1.0. On top of that the metadata show signs of the TYPO3\(^7\) software version 4.6 which was released on the third quarter of 2011 which contains a critical security vulnerability of authentication bypass\(^8\).

The above information extracted through the metadata does show that the website owner is likely not following good practices of maintaining a website well patched and updated. Therefore the website would obtain a low score which when negative might be considered as a website prone to be compromised.

In order to show an example of a website with low score which then become compromised\(^9\), the infamous Hacking Team website can be seen:

http://hackingteam.com/ which had poor\(^10\) metadata like in the figure 39:

---

\(^7\) https://wiki.typo3.org/TYPO3_4.6

\(^8\) https://typo3.org/teams/security/security-bulletins/typo3-core/typo3-core-sa-2015-001/


\(^10\) http://desenmascara.me/consulta/5c629607f595904be96898e6d79f5194
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Metadata showing a vulnerable CMS like Joomla 1.5, one of the most used by the bad guys to compromise\textsuperscript{11} websites, gives one of the lowest score despite of having signs or hardening or sitting behind cloudflare.

Another famous example is the Permanent Court of Arbitration website: \url{http://www.pca-cpa.org} apparently being victim of a watering hole attack\textsuperscript{12} which showed \textsuperscript{13}metadata as below:

\textsuperscript{11} \url{http://forum.joomla.org/viewtopic.php?t=246319}
\textsuperscript{12} \url{https://www.threatconnect.com/china-hacks-the-peace-palace-all-your-eezs-are-belong-to-us/}
\textsuperscript{13} \url{http://desenmascara.me/consulta/0bba154ca7d0e73a61d770e5fc3affc7}
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While this was the main purpose of the desenmascara.me tool: to raise security awareness among web owners, so they could better protect their websites. The tool is now focused in the detection of FAKE websites related with the online counterfeiting. For instance, let’s see an example:

After a few seconds after clicking on the button we will see a report like below:

The full report is showed in the next page.
### Figure 42. Desenmascara.me report of the www.starsbags.com FAKE website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Site</th>
<th><a href="http://www.starsbags">http://www.starsbags</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AWARENESS</strong>:</td>
<td>35 (with 20 or higher a website is considered somehow security awareness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URL's MD5</strong>:</td>
<td>3c80266dd8d59d9c42b0c97e05584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain registered</strong>:</td>
<td>24 Feb 2017, 8:31 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain will expire</strong>:</td>
<td>06 Jun 2017 (104 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web server</strong>:</td>
<td>nginx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong>:</td>
<td>PHP/5.4.45 (vulnerable Notice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robots file</strong>:</td>
<td>(check it out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HTTP methods</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directory listing</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third party content</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic commerce</strong>:</td>
<td>Payment gateway or PayPal or own BBVA (read more)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private IP</strong>:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iframe</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scripts</strong>:</td>
<td>18 (check the scripts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspicious code</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrusted spam</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong>:</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google check</strong>:</td>
<td>Is not blacklisted by SafeBrowsing (Read more)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.starsbags.com">http://www.starsbags.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>Country[UNIT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>HTML5, HTTPS...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>IP[198.55.30...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>JQuery, Open...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>PHP[5.4.45...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>PoweredBy[Wo...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>Script[appl...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>Title[Popula...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>UncommonHead...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata</strong>:</td>
<td>WordPress X...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The website is flagged as "No official", which in terms of an e-commerce shop of a famous brand means a FAKE website. Neither the full URL nor the metadata is fully showed into this “No official” classification. This was addressed as a caution to avoid users landing on the website through desenmascara.me. However when clicking on the “Check the scripts” link into the “Scripts” field, we will observe some signs of a FAKE site already discussed on this paper:

As a side note, desenmascara.me performs an innocuous check on the website just as someone browsing the website. The two HTTP requests below will appear in the website’s logs of any web analyzed by desenmascara.me:

Figure 43. Signs of Chinese tracking software common in FAKE sites related with online counterfeiting.

Figure 44. Logs of desenmascara.me site being analyzed by itself.
Below we can see an incomplete list of different kinds of metadata detected by desenmascara.me:

**Figure 45. Web metadata detected by desenmascara.me**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server HTTP header</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akamai/Ghost</td>
<td>Web server using Akamai Global Hosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmazonS3</td>
<td>Web server using Amazon cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache/X.X</td>
<td>Web server using Apache technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft-IIS/X</td>
<td>Web server using Microsoft IIS technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS</td>
<td>Small Microsoft Web server for old Windows versions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nginx/X.X</td>
<td>Russian web server and reverse proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighttpd/X.X</td>
<td>Web server optimized for speed-critical environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCms/X.X</td>
<td>Open source content management system written in Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netscape-Enterprise/X.X</td>
<td>Web server using old Netscape technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun-ONE-Web-Server/X</td>
<td>Web server using iPlanet web server technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle-Application-Server-X</td>
<td>Web server using Oracle applications server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus-Domino</td>
<td>Web server using IBM Lotus Domino technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun-Java-System-Web-Server/X</td>
<td>Web server using Oracle iPlanet technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle-iPlanet-Web-Server/7.0</td>
<td>Web server using Oracle iPlanet technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM_HTTP_Server/XX</td>
<td>Web server using IBM technology (Apache based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteSpeed/X.X</td>
<td>Web server using LiteSpeed technology (Apache based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altencan-CME/X.X</td>
<td>Web server using SDL ACM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tengine</td>
<td>Web server using Tengine technology (nginx based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eZ Publish</td>
<td>Web server using EZ technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE</td>
<td>Web server using Google infrastructure (blogger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gws</td>
<td>Web server using Google infrastructure (search pages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powered-by HTTP header</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBD/3.5.5</td>
<td>Web server using EBD technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eWAY</td>
<td>Web server using eWay payment gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express</td>
<td>Web server using nodejs with express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP/x/x</td>
<td>Web server using PHP technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP.NET</td>
<td>Web server using Microsoft ASP technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servlet/XX JSP/XX</td>
<td>Web server using Tomcat application server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plesklin</td>
<td>Web server using Parallels technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mod_rails/mod_rack)</td>
<td>Web server using Ruby on Rails technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR/XX</td>
<td>Web server using IIS with request routing technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSF/2.0</td>
<td>Web server using JavaServer Faces technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Uncommon HTTP headers** collected (this headers aren't an HTTP standard)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Custom HTTP headers</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>access-control-allow-origin, access-control-allow-headers</td>
<td>Web server using HTTP access control (CORS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-generator</td>
<td>Web server running under Drupal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-amz-</td>
<td>Web server running under Amazon services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-cache-hits,x-timer,x-served-by,x-varnish,x-varnish-cache</td>
<td>Web server using Varnish cache technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-drupal-cache</td>
<td>Web server using Drupal technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-dynafacce</td>
<td>Web server using dynafacce technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-server-name</td>
<td>Web server using Websphere technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strict-transport-security</td>
<td>opt-in security enhancement that is specified by a web application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HTML metadata / HTTP headers collected which could allow fingerprinting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTML metadata</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>moodle</td>
<td>Web server using Moodle technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaGenerator[Infopark CMS Fiona]</td>
<td>Web server using CMS Fiona technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaGenerator[Sitefinity]</td>
<td>Web server using Sitefinity technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPServer[BigIP / Cookies]Bigip</td>
<td>Web server using F5 technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies: PHPSESSID</td>
<td>Web server using PHP technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies: JSESSIONID</td>
<td>Web server using JSP technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies: ASPSESSION</td>
<td>Web server using ASP technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies: fe_typo_user</td>
<td>Web server using TYPO3 technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies: CFID</td>
<td>Web server using Coldfusion technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix C: Massive Campaign of FAKE Websites

The below list of FAKE websites screenshots was taken during a research of a massive campaign of FAKE websites due to the proximity of the Black Friday and Christmas seasons.
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Appendix D: Free Hosting Resources Used by Online Counterfeiters

List of some free resources used by online counterfeiters spotted while doing this research. Though this list is not quite extensive does show the most common free resources abused to support the online counterfeiting fraud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free website builder</td>
<td><a href="http://webpaper.co">http://webpaper.co</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EASIEST Way To Create Landing Pages</td>
<td><a href="http://1minutesite.es">http://1minutesite.es</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-powered social commerce website</td>
<td><a href="http://polyvore.com">http://polyvore.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy and free blog platform</td>
<td><a href="http://blogspot.it/com">http://blogspot.it/com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag &amp; Drop Site Builder</td>
<td><a href="http://weebly.com">http://weebly.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a free website with our free website builder</td>
<td><a href="http://yolasite.com">http://yolasite.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build a free website with our easy to use, free website builder</td>
<td><a href="http://tripod.com">http://tripod.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose Your Own Domain Name and Create a Unique Design</td>
<td><a href="http://wordpress.com">http://wordpress.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award-winning free website builder tool that lets you create a website in minutes</td>
<td><a href="http://iconosites.com">http://iconosites.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website builder it's easy and virtually free.</td>
<td><a href="http://ucoz.com">http://ucoz.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website builder, websites for free, eshops for free!</td>
<td><a href="http://webgarden.com">http://webgarden.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No coding skills needed. Choose a design, begin customizing and be online today!</td>
<td><a href="http://wix.com">http://wix.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Big Cartel</em> is home to nearly a million clothing designers</td>
<td><a href="http://bigarcatel.com">http://bigarcatel.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix E: FAKE Website Example Leveraging Expiring Domains

Another example of a FAKE website under the expiring domain based category is showed below:

http://www.minecrafdownloads.de/

which in 1 Feb 2016 (Internet Archive, 2016) did show minecraft related content as seen in the picture:

Figure 46. Original www.minecrafdownload.de website

At the time of writing this paper the domain is showing a FAKE shop of a famous sandals brand as shown below:
In this case the actor is leveraging an expired domain as the evidence in the whois registry does show an update on May 9, 2016 based in DomainTools (https://research.domaintools.com/)

Figure 49. DomainTools information
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The free email account used to register this domain can be used to track additional FAKE websites, as they are usually used by the fraudsters as a batch to either register domains or to be used in the contact forms of the FAKE websites.
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Appendix F: Fake Website Example of Free Hosting Based Site Category

Another example of a FAKE website under the free hosting based category is showed below:

The above FAKE site contained an iframe, highlighted in the figure 51, which pointed to the FAKE site to proceed with the purchase as additional links to other pivotal FAKE sites:
Figure 51. Iframe pointing to a FAKE site
Appendix G: Facebook Advertisement Leading to a FAKE Website

Example of a Facebook advertisement leading to a FAKE website. Currently the resources showed here are no longer available.

The typical Facebook advertisement below:

Led to the Facebook event of the figure 53:

Whose website being advertised: www.rblovez.pw was a clear FAKE website based on the methodology exposed here:
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hence categorized as such in VirusTotal\(^\text{14}\).

\(^{14}\) https://www.virustotal.com/en-gb/url/e651e1c5c9e31be8152b9ef28111f9cf0a4db1473b0f5d1830ba6ef2270449eb/analysis/1457705321/
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Appendix H: Legitimate Website Compromised Leading to a FAKE Website

Legitimate Italian private healthcare group website compromised with links leading to a FAKE website.

Figure 49. Compromised website linking to a FAKE MK site
Appendix I: PassiveDNS Information

Historic data obtained with a passiveDNS search of an IP extracted from a FAKE website. This information allows us to collect additional FAKE websites.

Figure 57. PassiveDNS commands and results
Appendix J: Plaintiff Against FAKE Websites

The below example is just an overview of some examples of FAKE sites identified as FAKE by worldwide-anticounterfeiting programs managed by some brands.

Figure 58. Thousands of FAKE sites targeting to Ray-Ban and UGG brands
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Appendix K: Desenmascara.me Integrated Into VirusTotal

The desenmascara.me integration with VirusTotal will show the “suspicious site” message whenever a website scanned with VirusTotal turns out is flagged as FAKE by desenmascara.me. In this specific case, as already pointed out in the paper, there might be cases where a website is FAKE and at the same time hosting malware.

Figure 59. desenmascara.me FAKE site detection integrated with VirusTotal
Appendix L: Compromised Website Showing a FAKE Shop

The below FAKE Gucci website was setup over the compromised domain: www.ma-maison-recharge-ma-voiture.fr. These kinds of FAKE sites have a short lifetime until the legitimate website owner realized to his surprise that has been compromised.

Figure 60. Compromised domain used to show a FAKE shop
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Appendix M: Feed of counterfeit-related websites

With all the information collected here a new threat intelligence feed in relation with counterfeit related websites could be generated. For instance let’s see an example:

*Figure 61. Feed of FAKE sites*

```
URL;BRAND;CURRENT STATUS;LAST TIME CHECKED
http://www.handbagsoutlet.store; vuitton; 200; March 10, 2017, 11:10 p.m.
http://thomassabosaleuk.org; thomassabo; 200; March 10, 2017, 11:10 p.m.
http://www.nikeairmax.us.org; nike; 200; March 10, 2017, 11:10 p.m.
http://moncleroutlet.usa.us; moncler; 200; March 10, 2017, 11:10 p.m.
http://belstaffjacketsale.top; belstaff; 200; March 10, 2017, 11:10 p.m.
http://www.shopshoes.es; nike; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.watches.ac.cn; replica watches; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.jimmychoepumps.cn; jimmy choo; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.highreplicawatches.cn; rolex; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://nikeshoes us.com; nike; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://coach-outlet.us.com; Generic; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.ccochoutletoinancoachfactoryoutlet.us.com; coach ; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.ccoch-outlet.us.com; coach ; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://zapalillosofficial.com; Generic; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.www.louisvuittonoutlet.us.com; vuitton; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.monclerjacketoutlets.us.com; jackets outlet; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.veganpurseshandbags.com; michael kors; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://hotshoesbrand.com; Generic; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.women-moncler.co; jackets outlet; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.ustimberland-sale.com; timberland; socket error; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.patacgaonia.com; patagonia; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.pandoraeurostop.com; pandora; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.nikeseshop.com; nike; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.nikeseseumail.com; nike; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:07 p.m.
http://www.nikeseseuuy.com; nike; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:06 p.m.
http://www.monblancpens.me; mont blanc; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:06 p.m.
http://www.louisvuittonoutletlineshop.com; vuitton; 200; March 9, 2017, 11:06 p.m.
```

The feed contains 5 fields separated by semicolon:

- The first field is the FAKE site detected by following this methodology
- The second field is the brand targeted by the online counterfeiters
- The third field is the HTTP code status of the fake site
- The fourth field is the last seen time
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Chicago Spring 2020</td>
<td>Chicago, ILUS</td>
<td>Jun 01, 2020 - Jun 06, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS ICS Europe Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Budapest June 2020</td>
<td>Budapest, HU</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Las Vegas Summer 2020</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NVUS</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Zurich June 2020</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>Jun 15, 2020 - Jun 20, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London June 2020</td>
<td>OnlineGB</td>
<td>Jun 01, 2020 - Jun 06, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>